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Abstract

We investigate the performance of state-of-the-
art neural ASR systems in transcribing audio
recordings for Hupa, a critically endangered
language of the Hoopa Valley Tribe. We also
explore the impact on ASR performance when
augmenting a small dataset of gold-standard
high-quality transcriptions with a) a larger
dataset with transcriptions of lower quality,
and b) model-generated transcriptions in a self-
training approach. An evaluation of both data
augmentation approaches shows that the self-
training approach is competitive, producing bet-
ter WER scores than models trained with no
additional data and not lagging far behind mod-
els trained with additional lower quality man-
ual transcriptions instead: the deterioration in
WER score is just 4.85 points when all the ad-
ditional data is used in experiments with the
best performing system, Wav2Vec. These find-
ings have encouraging implications on the use
of ASR systems for transcription and language
documentation efforts in the Hupa language.

1 Introduction

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) can assist
with the manual process of transcribing audio
recordings in low-resource and endangered lan-
guages, thereby facilitating language documenta-
tion efforts in these languages. With neural net-
works now dominating research in ASR (Baevski
et al., 2020; Radford et al., 2023; Gulati et al.,
2020), and with related efforts to build and release
open-source neural-network based ASR frame-
works (Wolf et al., 2020; Watanabe et al., 2018;
Amodei et al., 2016), the possibilities for research
on ASR for endangered languages have greatly
increased; a researcher can now leverage one of
the open-source ASR toolkits and apply it to their
language of interest. Cross-lingual speech repre-
sentations currently leveraged by state-of-the-art
neural ASR systems (Babu et al., 2021; Conneau

et al., 2020) also provide opportunities for knowl-
edge transfer to endangered languages; commonal-
ities across different speech representations can be
leveraged to improve ASR performance.

The Hupa language from the Dene/Athabaskan
language family is one such language that stands to
benefit from these advances in ASR. Hupa is the an-
cestral language of the Hoopa Valley Tribe residing
in Northern California. It is critically endangered
with only a handful of first-language (L1) speakers
and a number of second-language learners. Since
the 1970s, the Hupa speech community has been
actively engaged in documentation and reclamation
work to preserve their language. ASR systems can
be especially beneficial for Hupa, given that there
may be low literacy levels among Hupa speakers
and learners of the language who focus instead on
oral proficiency; these low literacy levels may in
turn hinder efforts to transcribe audio recordings.

However, the development of an ASR system for
Hupa using supervised learning approaches faces a
chicken-and-egg problem: high quality transcrip-
tions are necessary to train a performant ASR sys-
tem which can be leveraged in a manual transcrip-
tion process to produce high quality transcriptions.
Given the challenges with producing additional
manual annotations, data augmentation approaches
must instead be relied upon to generate the neces-
sary data to train an ASR system.

In this study, we explore the efficacy of dif-
ferent ASR systems for Hupa, coupled with self-
training, a data augmentation method that is fa-
vored in the literature due to its simplicity and
elegance (Charniak, 1997; Zhang et al., 2022b).
The general idea is to apply a trained model to
unlabeled data, then combine the automatically an-
notated data with existing gold-standard training
data to build a new model, to see whether the ad-
dition of model-generated annotations is helpful
towards model performance. With this approach,
here we seek to investigate if model-generated au-
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dio transcripts can be leveraged to improve acous-
tic model performance on gold-standard data with
high-quality manual transcriptions. In addition,
we compare the self-training approach to an alter-
native method, where we swap out the additional
machine-produced transcripts in the training data
with human-annotated data that has overall lower
transcription quality (Section 3).

2 Related Work

ASR for endangered languages A number of stud-
ies use the popular ASR toolkit Kaldi (Povey et al.,
2011) to probe how far simple deep neural net-
works can go when situated in severely resource-
constrained settings with less than 10 hours of au-
dio training data; these studies include languages
such as Seneca (Jimerson and Prud’hommeaux,
2018), Cherokee (Zhang et al., 2022a) and Hupa
(Liu et al., 2022), the last of which is closest to
our work. Others apply more recent end-to-end
architectures: for instance, Shi et al. (2021) explore
models built from ESPnet (Watanabe et al., 2018)
for Yoloxóchitl Mixtec, using more than 55h of
conversational speech from more than 20 speakers.

In addition, others investigate augmentation
methods applied on the acoustic signals to im-
prove ASR performance for endangered languages.
These include, but are not limited to, semi-
supervised training and vocal tract length perturba-
tion (Ragni et al., 2014), elastic spectral distortion
methods (Kanda et al., 2013), creation of synthetic
data using voice transformation and signal distor-
tion (Thai et al., 2019) and transfer learning with
data augmentation (Thai et al., 2020).
Self-training Some recent studies have begun to
apply self-training, or “pseudo-labeling", for ASR,
mostly focusing on English (Xu et al., 2021, 2020;
Kahn et al., 2020). A few multilingual studies ex-
ist (Khurana et al., 2022; Lugosch et al., 2022),
including investigations of cross-linguistic low-
resource settings (Zhang et al., 2022b). For en-
dangered languages, Bartelds et al. (2023) apply
self-training to four minority languages, Gronings,
West-Frisian, Besemah, and Nasal, each with 4h of
acoustic training data to start with.

In comparison to previous approaches, our work
uses the Wav2Vec 2.0 framework (Baevski et al.,
2020), and generates transcripts from audio data in
a self-training setting while leaving the audio intact.
Self-training has not been widely applied to endan-
gered languages with the exception of Bartelds

et al. (2023), who do not include Hupa in their
study; the amount of gold-standard high quality
acoustic training data that we start out with is also
quite small in comparison with their work (more
details in Section 3).

3 The Hupa ASR Dataset

The audio data for Hupa is a result of continu-
ous linguistic fieldwork since 2005. The spoken
records are provided by Mrs. Verdena Parker, an
L1 speaker of the language. The audio content
is composed of different genres including descrip-
tions of historical tribal events and stories and tales
narrated by Mrs. Parker. The transcriptions of
the audio files have been carried out by several
linguistics researchers over the years with consulta-
tion from Mrs. Parker. Each transcript follows the
practical orthography developed in Golla (1996),
and is time aligned with annotation tools such as
ELAN (Brugman and Russel, 2004).

Transcripts go through stages of manual verifica-
tion to different extents, which are necessary since
the recordings come from multiple fieldwork ses-
sions across different years and are transcribed by
different researchers. Some transcripts are checked
more thoroughly than others, with more checks
resulting in better transcription quality. Based
solely on transcription quality, we divide the audio
data and their corresponding transcripts into two
datasets: the “fine" and the “coarse" datasets. The
fine data has approximately 1h35m of audio with
thoroughly checked transcriptions, and the coarse
data has around 7h37m of audio with comparatively
lower transcription quality.

4 Experiments

4.1 Training and data setup
We investigate two questions: the first question
is whether adding the “coarse" data to the “fine"
dataset for training results in better ASR perfor-
mance than using just the “fine" dataset. We create
partitions of the coarse dataset with different data
sizes in each partition, to investigate the effect of
augmenting data of different sizes on model per-
formance; the data is randomly sampled into each
partition. Three partitions are sampled with sizes
being a) the same size as the fine dataset [1x], b)
three times the size of the fine dataset [3x], and c)
five times the size of the fine dataset [5x], which
is roughly the same size as the full coarse dataset.
Data from each partition is added to the training
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portion of the fine dataset (discussed below), and
an ASR model is built for each partition. This over-
all setup lets us compare the performance of the
partitions with each other as well as with a baseline
consisting of just the fine dataset.

The second question is the impact on ASR per-
formance of a self-training data augmentation ap-
proach using model-generated transcripts. An ASR
model is first trained on the training portion of the
fine dataset, and is then used to produce transcrip-
tions from data in the coarse dataset, simulating the
scenario when there are no transcriptions available.
To facilitate comparisons, the coarse audio samples
from the same partitions detailed in the previous
setup are used to produce the transcriptions. Each
partition containing model-generated transcriptions
is then added to the training portion of the fine
dataset, and an ASR model is built using each par-
tition. This lets us directly compare results from
using additional model-generated transcripts with
results from using additional manually-transcribed
coarse data, as well as with a baseline consisting of
just the fine dataset.

To measure the quality of the model-generated
transcripts as substitutes for the coarse transcripts,
we calculate the word error rate (WER) scores
of the generated transcripts using the coarse tran-
scripts as references. Figure 1 in Appendix A.2
shows the box-plot distribution of WER scores: the
average WER across transcripts is 38.15. To get an-
other perspective, the Levenshtein edit distance is
calculated between the coarse and model-generated
transcripts to provide the number of character-level
operations needed to convert one transcript to the
other. The edit distance is normalized by the length
of the coarse transcript, and reported as the number
of operations per 100-character transcript. Fig-
ure 2 in Appendix A.2 shows the distribution of
the normalized edit distance: the mean distance
across all partitions is 8.58. In addition, Figure 3 in
Appendix A.3 compares the distributions of token
counts per transcript between the model-generated
and coarse data; the distributions are quantitatively
similar. Table 3 in the Appendix A.1 provides fur-
ther comparisons, including type counts and av-
erage word length; while there are more types in
the model-generated transcripts, the average word
lengths are similar.

For evaluation, we use a random split approach:
Liu et al. (2023) show random splits can yield re-
liable estimates of acoustic model performance,
and that the WER from a single random split is

comparable to that averaged from multiple random
splits. Here we apply a single random split to the
fine dataset, taking 20% as the test set which is
used to evaluate ASR model performance across
all experiments. The remaining 80% of the fine
dataset is the training portion, used to train the
baseline with no additional data. The coarse and
model-generated transcripts from their respective
partitions are added to the training portion of the
fine dataset for the remaining experiments. Given
the scarcity of training data, for hyper-parameter
tuning we use 5-fold cross validation instead of
a held-out development set. The WER and CER
(character error rate) on the random test split are
reported for all experiments.

4.2 Models

Kaldi DNN We use a hybrid fully connected
deep neural network (DNN) from the Kaldi
toolkit (Povey et al., 2011). Our implementations
follow the default sequence training parameters
from Karel’s DNN recipe1. The model architecture
has six hidden layers, each with 1024 hidden units.
Previous studies (Morris et al., 2021; Morris, 2021)
demonstrate that in resource-constrained scenar-
ios, this DNN architecture is capable of yielding
competitive performance compared to other neural
models such as Whisper (Radford et al., 2023) and
time delay neural networks (Peddinti et al., 2015).
For decoding, we train trigram language models on
the transcripts with Witten-Bell discounting (Wit-
ten and Bell, 1991), using the SRILM (Stolcke,
2002) toolkit. The training parameters for the DNN
are present in Appendix A.5
Wav2Vec2 We fine-tune the Wav2Vec XLS-R
model with 2 billion parameters (2B), as studies
have shown that models with more parameters per-
form better and are critical for better multi-lingual
representations (Babu et al., 2021). Neither Hupa
nor any of the other languages in the Athabaskan
language family are among the languages used to
pre-train the XLS-R models, implying that there
is no transfer effect from using the pre-trained
model. The XLS-R-2B architecture is based on
the Wav2Vec 2.0 framework (Baevski et al., 2020).
The training hyper-parameters are presented in Ap-
pendix A.5. The HuggingFace transformers library
(Wolf et al., 2020) is used for the training setup.
Our code for fine-tuning Wav2Vec is available.2

1https://kaldi-asr.org/doc/dnn1.html
2GitHub link: https://github.com/ufcompling/asr_

lm.git#hupa-asr-eval
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Model Experiment Setup (Partition Size) WER Diff. w/ baseline Diff. w/ best setup CER
Kaldi DNN Fine only (baseline) 42.79 – (9.01) 14.72

Fine + Coarse (1x) 39.29 3.5 (5.51) 12.54
Fine + Coarse (3x) 35.73 7.06 (1.95) 11.10
Fine + Coarse (5x) 33.78 9.01 – 10.26
Fine + Model-generated (1x) 41.35 1.44 (7.57) 12.56
Fine + Model-generated (3x) 38.45 4.34 (4.67) 10.74
Fine + Model-generated (5x) 36.84 5.95 (3.06) 9.98

Wav2Vec2 Fine only (baseline) 29.49 – (8.52) 6.41
Fine + Coarse (1x) 24.87 4.62 (3.9) 5.77
Fine + Coarse (3x) 22.25 7.24 (1.28) 5.15
Fine + Coarse (5x) 20.97 8.52 – 5.10
Fine + Model-generated (1x) 27.37 2.12 (6.4) 5.99
Fine + Model-generated (3x) 26.82 2.67 (5.85) 6.16
Fine + Model-generated (5x) 25.82 3.67 (4.85) 5.84

Table 1: WER and CER scores on the random test split, by model architecture and experiment setup. The best WER
scores are from augmenting the fine dataset with the full coarse dataset (size 5x), and are highlighted in bold.

Model Partition Size Coarse WER Model-generated WER Diff
Kaldi DNN 1x 39.29 41.35 (2.06)

3x 35.73 38.45 (2.72)
5x 33.78 36.84 (3.06)

Wav2Vec2 1x 24.87 27.37 (2.5)
3x 22.25 26.82 (4.57)
5x 20.97 25.82 (4.85)

Table 2: Comparison of WER results on the random test split using additional coarse versus model-generated
transcripts, across partition sizes and model architectures.

5 Results

It is clear from Table 1 that using any amount of ad-
ditional data, whether from manually generated
coarse transcripts or model-generated ones, im-
proves the WER score over the baseline of using no
additional data. Moreover, for both transcript types,
using data from larger partition sizes leads to better
acoustic model performance. These results are con-
sistent across both Kaldi and Wav2Vec2. The best
models are obtained by training on all the coarse
transcripts from the size 5x partition together with
the fine ones.

Comparing the two model architectures,
Wav2Vec2 outperforms Kaldi across all ex-
periments in terms of absolute WER. Both
architectures are able to utilize both manually-
transcribed and model-generated data to achieve
improvements in WER, though the gains are
slightly bigger with the former. Interestingly,
Kaldi seems to better utilize the model-generated
transcripts; looking at the best score with self-
training normalized by the baseline, Kaldi shows
an improvement of 13.91 percentage points
over the baseline compared to 12.44 points for
Wav2Vec2. These numbers suggest that Wav2Vec2
is possibly more sensitive to the noise present in
model-generated transcripts.

While a self-training setup with model-generated
transcripts under-performs versus training with ad-
ditional coarse transcripts of the same size (Ta-
ble 2), the differences in scores are not too large.
The worst score difference is just 4.85 points for
Wav2Vec2 in the size 5x partition when all the
model-generated transcripts are used. Interestingly,
the 1x partition results in a worsening of just 2.5
points, suggesting that it is possible to use smaller
sets of model-generated transcripts to build an ASR
system in the absence of any manual transcriptions.
These findings suggest that it may be possible to
effectively use self-trained ASR models for Hupa
without needing large amounts of model-generated
transcripts, which is a very encouraging find.

Lastly, the impact of using additional data from
self-training versus manual annotation can be
viewed from the perspective of an investigation of
word types present in the transcriptions of each ap-
proach. Specifically, we look at the number of new
word types introduced by each approach that are
not present in the fine dataset; the coarse dataset
from the 5x partition contains 5,521 new types
not present in the fine dataset, versus 8,487 in the
model-generated transcriptions. Given the simi-
lar number of tokens between the two, the model-
generated transcripts have a higher type-token per-
centage of 17.71 when considering only new types
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(cf. 11.42 in the coarse transcripts), which seems
to correlate with higher WER scores. However, of
the 5,521 new types in the coarse transcripts, 2,516
(46%) are also found in the model-generated tran-
scripts. This has implications for new vocabulary
discovery in language documentation efforts for
Hupa, as up to 46% of new words in the coarse
dataset can be discovered through ASR transcrip-
tions instead of solely through manual effort.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We find that a self-training approach for Hupa ASR
is able to produce transcriptions of better quality
than one using no additional training data, as seen
in the 3.67 point improvement in WER score; more-
over, it does not fall far behind when compared to
the best-performing setup of using all the additional
human-transcribed coarse data (a 4.85 WER dif-
ference). Moreover, the availability of manually
verified low-quality transcripts in the best perform-
ing setup should not be taken for granted; it is not
uncommon, in the cases of indigenous and endan-
gered languages, for the audio recordings to be
sourced from just one speaker (see also Boulianne
(2022)), and the resources needed to produce tran-
scriptions from the audio may be very limited. With
that in mind, we believe self-training to be a useful
data augmentation method, at least in the initial
stages of developing ASR systems for endangered
languages when there is very little data available.

An important goal of developing ASR systems
for endangered languages is to automate, fully
or partially, the transcription of new fieldwork
recordings; the automatic transcriptions can be
manually corrected by speakers of the language,
potentially removing the need to transcribe from
scratch (Prud’hommeaux et al., 2021).

It would be interesting to study whether an ASR
system trained on additional manually produced
transcripts of any quality would be more beneficial
to the transcription process than a system trained
on additional model-generated transcripts using
self-training; or in other words, can transcribers
tolerate a 4.85 point degradation in WER score by
using model-generated transcripts to train an ASR
system, in exchange for not needing to manually
produce transcriptions to improve that system? Ad-
ditionally, would tools such as ELPIS (Foley et al.,
2018) that take advantage of speech recognition
technologies in their language documentation tran-
scription workflows benefit from the integration of

self-training or other data augmentation methods
into existing pipelines? We leave these possibilities
for future work.
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A Appendix

A.1 Partition statistics for all transcripts
Table 3 details the statistics of the training and test
partitions for the different experimental setups.

A.2 WER & edit distance distributions
Figure 1 shows the box-plot distribution of WER
scores between coarse and model-generated tran-
script types. Figure 2 shows the normalized edit
distance distribution between coarse and model-
generated transcript types.

A.3 Distribution of token counts
Figure 3 shows the distributions of token counts
per transcript between coarse and model-generated
transcript types.

A.4 Distribution of word length
Figure 4 shows the distribution of word length
across all manually annotated texts.

A.5 Model training hyper-parameters
Table 4 and Table 5 show the hyper-parameters
used to train Wav2Vec2 and Kaldi.
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Figure 1: WER scores for coarse versus model-
generated transcripts by partition. The mean WER
scores for the 5x, 3x and 1x partitions are 0.3819,
0.3848, 0.3779 respectively.

Figure 2: Distribution of normalized edit distances for
the 5x, 3x and 1x partitions between the coarse tran-
scripts and the model generated transcripts; the dis-
tances are normalized by the length of the coarse tran-
script and reported as edits per 100-character transcript.
The mean normalized edit distances for the 5x, 3x and
1x partitions are 8.51, 8.73 and 8.47 respectively.

Figure 3: Distribution of token count per transcript,
grouped by partition. The distributions appear quantita-
tively similar across model-generated and coarse tran-
scripts.

Figure 4: Distribution of word length across all
manually-annotated texts. The mean word length is
7.05.
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Experiment setup Token Type Avg. tokens Avg. word
(Partition Size) Duration count count per sentence length (chars)
Fine only (baseline) 1h 16m 7,438 2,028 9.15 7.22
Fine + Coarse (1x) 2h 52m 16,126 3,649 9.26 7.09
Fine + Coarse (3x) 6h 1m 32,828 5,889 9.32 7.04
Fine + Coarse (5x) 9h 12m 48,342 7,549 9.34 7.03
Fine + Model-generated (1x) 2h 52m 16,041 4,255 9.21 7.12
Fine + Model-generated (3x) 6h 1m 32,557 7,774 9.24 7.10
Fine + Model-generated (5x) 9h 12m 47,922 10,515 9.26 7.09
Test Split 19m 1,797 754 8.81 7.42

Table 3: Statistics about the train-test split across fine, coarse, and model-generated transcripts.

Parameter Value
Number of Epochs 60
Training Batch Size 4
Evaluation Batch Size 8
Warmup Size 0 (no warmup)
Gradient Accumulation Size 2
Learning Rate 3e-5

Table 4: Parameters used to train Wav2Vec XLS-R-2B.

Parameter Value
Hidden layers 4
Hidden dim 1024
Learning Rate 0.08

Table 5: Parameters used to train Kaldi DNN.
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